
I People were not ready for this! Oreo is also based on the Gree~
nove. . h' I' b k
classical myth of Theseus and Minotaur. Th~ labynnt 111t.1lS 00 IS

the New York subway system, and the hero IS transformed 1I1toa
oung black woman leaving Philadelphia and going to Ne~ York to

~nd her white Jewish father, after growing up with her Afncan-
American family. Think about all the reasons w~y th~s book ",:,aslost
and this woman forgotten. She is between, she IS as~ng questions
about identity that people did not want to ask and did not want to

hear answers to.

Anyway, I will stop right there and hope that we can have some dis-

cussion.

AVANT-GARDEWITH MAINSTREAM TENDENCIES

At one of the standing-room-only evenings at Writers Block-
an upscale Los Angeles reading/interview series that features the
nation's top-name authors, Norman Mailer waxed flatly on the margin-
al future of the American literary novel. It is, to quote him, "going
the way of American poetry." A subdued gasp and profoundly troubled
silence whan1med the audience chock full of writers and readers
across economic and racial divides. His statement was unchallenged
during the Q & A that followed.

Among the specters raised to haunt me were the assassinated
National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH), and the politically
castrated National Endowment for the Arts (NEA)-casualties in the
cui rural warfare against America's so-called intellecrual elite. I consid-
ered this activity a by-product of the dismantling or neutering of
social programs generated by the JFK and Johnson administrations;
particularly those programs put in place to mitigate racism, poverty
and those designed to foster the fine arts.

Mailer perfunctorily blotted the well-inked death warrant. As
a result of these thirty-odd years of warfare, I found myself among
those nailed to the margins of our culture. It seemed that I was with-
out the possibility of ever entering the mainstream of American intel-
lectual discourse-whether as a representative of its African-American
contingent or as a contender for the larger canon. As I roiled in my
seat, I concluded that I was doomed to remain at the forefront of an
apparently impotent American literary avant-garde, whether I wished
to be so or not. My disgruntlement over this actuality, and the
ironies, resonated throughout an extremely difficult year. They were
still stabbing my psyche on the uncomfortable ride from the airport
as the passenger van pitched and yawed into San Francisco proper-
ahead, the conference loosely described as a gathering of Black avant-
garde writers.

Survival on the margins of the litermy world is one thing when
done by choice, another when kept there by bigoted or subversive arbiters
of taste-be they academic or not, critics or other writers-those bosses,
gatekeepers and floorwalkers who govern the best-seller lists, receive the
lion'sshare of book reviews, foundation and arts council ducats and cer-



tain reputation-making prizes. As goes the nebulous complaint, an
increasingly fluid politicallJl correct sensibility dictates who is on the
receiving end when the assorted Molochs (many considering themselves
liberal) dole out mainstream recognition. At first glance, I-a Black
female poet, fiction writer and journalist-might seem a likely candidate
to benefit from such a happenstance. However, the contentious history of
my ascension certifies the exact opposite is the case. Rather than finding
an embrace within the PC ranks, I have discovered I am usually ranked
one of its worst nightmares, looseand unpredictable. I have chosen not to
be "safe"-even within that context-yet have opted to be as excellent a
writer aspossible-thereby, a dangerous original, one who prefers to call
it the way she sees it (even when in errOl), uniquely or common-place.
The price paid for this so-called individuality guaranteed by our so-called
Constitution has been devastating. Yet, the more difficult my trials the
more relentlessand crazed I've become-this state of rage now exacerbated
by a pernicious hypertension that typifies my socialprofile. After thirty
years on this so-calledfrontline, becoming more marginal by the minute,
all I seem to have left is my integrity and my bare ass.

Life on the margins means not being invited to the big Black
pow-wows on race matter'Sand the ''what we'regonna do when the pseudo-
liberal well runs dry" conferences. Life on the margins means that I'm
constantly being asked to write blurbs and do fa VOl'Sfor other'Swithout
payback. That my ideas, book titles and lines are constantly "appropriated"
by lazy Black authors (and a few non-Black) who have been welcomed
into the mainstream. That when attending these demeaning affiir'S I'm
expected to conform to the going neo-Mammy stereotype (Maya, Nikki,
Oprah, Toni, Teny, June and Alice). Too, that I'm expected to do so with-
out the benefit of equal payor treatment and, occasionally, without being
o./fired a plane ticket or hotel room. That I am not always treated as a
distinguished authOl; though I have written as many books as Morrison
and published more poems than Langston Hughes. Rather; I'm treated as
though I'm an agelessrenegade eager to snatch up my backpack and hitch-
hike into town for the throw-down-eager to be in it for the glory while
everyone else not only collectsa sizeable check, but walks away with the
largest share of whatever recognition there is to be scrounged. Repeatedly, I
am disappointed to discover that at writers' conferences-where the best-
sellers rule-I am reduced to the lowly status of agenda filler: In either
their haste, stupidity or distraction, my host, hostess01' hosting committee-
whoever is responsiblefor' these disasters-does not know who I am-
which is to say, they've never read my work, have never heard me perform

and have no concept of the dues I've paid and are still paying. They sim-
ply assume I'm a clone of one of the better known African-American
women author'S, ready to hug and pass the snot ragsat the drop of a croc-
odile tear:

This is the fury governing my thoughts as I step from the
van and spin through the doors of the low-rent hotel off The
Tenderloin. Memories of the city are flooding in on me.

On our virgin counter-cultural safari from Los Angeles into the
Bay Area, late 1966, my fim husband and I show up one evening at the
hungry i. W't? are seated at a decent table in the near empty room, and
order drinks selfconsciously at the minimum we can ill afford. W't? are
young and as anxious as ever to be at the heart of ''the happenings, " wher-
ever those happenings are, irrespective of the fact that we are as under-
privileged and as without means as it comes. But this is the 60s and any-
thing isprobable. Putting on his bestpose, my Georgia Reb coolly corrals
the white-jacketed manager who, as we will soon discover, turns out to be
the club's ownel:

"W't?a like to sayhello to Mister Lenny Bruce beforehisperfOrmance."
The owner's wide shoulders collapseand he assessesus str'tlngely.

"You kids must be out-oftowners. Sorry to tell yah, folks, " he spoke
solemnly, "Lenny's been dead three months. "

August 25th 2000-Nietzsche's birthday. I awake still asea in
the dreamstate. I am wandering the streets of San Francisco with two
companions in search of an affordable hotel room. W'e careenfrom inter-
section to intersection at fantastic angles, the city by the bay a series of
arcs and triangles. "That motor hotel near Wolfiang's, before it burned
down. " I keep repeating, dazedly. One friend-a professor-opts for an
ornate pseudo-gothic structure that's way beyond my means. The other-a
r'ecOldproducer-decides he'sgoing to reverse the trip south a few miles to
catch a Motel 86 off one of the business-commerce exits. I'm left in a swirl
of confusions knowing that my credit cards have expired and that The
Inn at The Opera is no longer within reach of my pocketbook ....

Once I'm completely awake this morning I find myself still
at sea--dissatisfied, half-broiled and enraged. Now, I was being asked
to write a paper after the conference had come and gone. Worse, I
had promised this article at the end of July and it remains unwritten.
Once an idea goes cold on me, it's nearly impossible to resurrect it. I
had been hot to write back in April immediately after returning from
the conference sponsored by Small Press Traffic. The painful ironies
Were exquisitely fresh. I had scrawled plenty of notes, and had gotten
on the horn, called Kush and asked him to send me the video cas-



sette, etc. But I was too upset at the time to be articulate. Or reason-
able beyond diatribe. Not only that, but various other commitments
begged to be honored.

Before leaving the conference, I had asked one of its organizers
if they intended to publish a report. The response had been vague-a
"That's a good idea." I greeted the call with enthusiasm when it came
in May, said I'd get right on it-and did-but the impetus evaporat-
ed within days as my attention was demanded elsewhere. I had to be
in New York City for the Academy of American Poets honors bash. I
had received the 1999 Lenore Marshall Poetry Prize for the best book
of poetry published the previous year-my Bathwater Wine.

I was still seesawing between elation and resentment when
the belated confirmation came in from Small Press. During that first
rush, I felt tremendously vindicated by the Lenore Marshall award,
bur afterward the congratulations proved disappointingly few. Now
this skewed invitation. I went along with the program but I further
resented that I was asked to participate in the conference for the price
of a plane ticket and a stipend so stingy it failed to cover the cost of
my hotel room. I mistakenly believed I was just more agenda fodder.
Determined, I bit the bullet and boarded the plane.

Barely eighteen, I joined the Studio Warts workshop when it
graduated from Great Society Teen Post in 1964 to open its doors as
a community arts center in Spring of 1965 (often confused with
Budd Schulberg's Warts Writers Workshop which opened at a com-
peting site nearby after the riots). This was mere months before the
Black community erupted that August. The director, a Black man,
backed by Bill Cosby and Hollywood legends Howard Duff, Ida
Lupino, and Mary (Peter Pan) Martin, had proudly adopted the
phrase used by one of the local denizens who drifted in and out of
the building on Grandee south of 103rd Street. The burgeoning
neighborhood arts project, home of poet Jayne Cortez's drama work-
shop and Sunny Bustion's painting sessions-was known as "the
University of the Streets," opening its doors to salvage that portion of
the Talented Tenth ignored by L.A.'s larger community.

Pleased-at first-to be associated with the organization, I
later put it on my fledgling resumes in lieu of a formal education,
repeatedly telling perspective employers that I had graduated "magna
cum laude from the University of the Streets." Bur the hip phrase
instantly aroused shock and consternation forcing my hasty explana-
tion. I quit using it, deferring to a more pedestrian summary. But it
would return to haunt me six years later in Venice on the lips of a
local effete, the son of a Santa Monica entertainment attorney. By the

mid-70s, the Warts riot was history and Southern California's pre-
dominately White and subtly racist Boom Generation poetry scene
was viciously active beyond clubby and claustrophobic. J stayed at the
core of it, yet I bristled at 'the street' label because it had lost its asso-
ciation of Black cultural pride. Its use was snide and ugly, intended to
cripple if not halt my artistic ascension.

When Jack Micheline wore the 'street poet' label, it took on
broad shoulders and smacked of the defiant, tough and untamable.
But on me it was a straightjacket-loaded with the usual negatives
associated with the Black urban subculture---<:rime, drug abuse,
poverty, prostitution and worst of all-to my sensibility-the kind of
gloppy, poorly crafted, lift-every-voice-and-sing sentimental verse that
unfortunately characterizes what's largely considered African-
American poetry in its uniquely dual orality.

Negro stream-ofconsciousness spill.
This is a kilLer. And I write reLuctantly. But I am dogged by the notions.

April 7th 2000-1 am running up and down Van Ness
Boulevard, trying to hail a cab, half in disbelief that it's so difficult to
snare one, on the verge of being late to the first evening's activities. As
I run, I'm trailed by a vision. I keep seeing Jack Micheline at a
moment roughly eight years before. That night, I was walking just
behind him ....

we've just Left the hoteL and we're waLking toward the cm: Jack's
got a friend with him, a younger man about my age. They're waLking in
front of my husband Austin and me. we're headed fin' our cm: From
there, on that tiny incLine we're hiking, we'll drive to the North
HoLlywood studio and present Jack on our Pacifica radio program, "The
Poetry Connexion. "Austin will proceed to warn him, as we do all our
guests, that there are seven nasty LittLewords we can't say over the air
because children might be Listening. (There goes that assauLt on the cuL-
turaL eLite again.) As Austin says this, we both sense that trying to harness
Jack MicheLine is Like flying to harness a comet. The highlight of our
show comes when, after ignoring our caution and spewing the saLt,Jack
becomes caught up in the passion of The WOrd and jumps to his feet,
rocking the tiny studio as if it's a concert haLL.

"Bong, bong, bong!" He chants and swings his arms.
It is a magnificent moment and we are dutifULly stunned.
On this writing, I have fOrgotten what that poem was about.

But that moment was profanely and profOundly gLorious. It stays with me.
That moment redefined what poetly wiLLaLways be at its best, a Living
moving experience and pelformance that Leapsfrom the page and grabs
you by the gut and the souL.



Back in Y2K, I imagine Jack's dying in transit while crossing
the bay on BART. Which way were you traveling, Jack? Tough way to

go, but there's worse. .,
Like trying to get that cab. San FrancIsco dunng the rush has

become as bad as Manhattan-the people as ugly as desperate as
materialistic as they are at home in Hollywood.

My feet are unbelievably painful. I haven't worn the boots
I've got on in a couple of years, and a weight gain has caused them to
swell into the leather. I am angry beyond reason, if unfairly, at myself
and at my hosts, questioning why I let myself be roped into doing this.

God, I'm sick of the arrogance-the arrogance of posers-
those who critique poetry and those who write it. I'm sick of the
anthology niggers and the slam ninnies. I'm sick of the academics
who snigger on their thrones and snoot boogers at the likes of me-
whoever I've been stereotyped as being that week. (Wendy Lesser
once tagged me "The Sister From Another Planet," in her San
Fr'tlnciscoFocus article on the NEA. She couldn't even give me credit
for being decent by using my Christian name.) I'm sick of the biddies
appointed by Presidents to lord it over us all, as if the dunces who
run the world would know garbanzo beans about poetry. I'm as sick
of the lets-be-inspirational gurus who pedal their tripe of political
correctness-as sick of them as the grant gangsters-as sick of being
sick of being sick....

But here I am, on the streets of the city I toO thought I'd left
my heart in. This place I regard as my second home. And I can'~ get a
dad-blasted cab and I don't know whether it's my clothes, my hair, the
color of my skin, the books I'm lugging or the total effect. I finally
decide to strut down to the Opera House where I know the cabs con-
gregate. Sure enough, I snag a ride. An immigrant from the M.iddle
East who pretends he doesn't know the streets. In order to aVOidrob-
bery and heavy traffic, I give him the directions to the Mission.

What an effing lovely box of cookies.
I manage to arrive on time, books in tote, ready to rile at the

literary mainstream to which I believe I have been refused entry. The
theme is: "Expanding The Repertoire: Continuity and Change in
African-An1erican Writing." Following introductory remarks by mod-
erator Renee Gladman, and introductions of each panelist (Nathaniel
Mackey and Harryette Mullen), I am the first speaker on the panel
titled "Catch a Fire." The avalanche of ironies starts with that title
which is a Bob Marley reference. Unknown to anyone in the room
but me, I am the only Black journalist to ever interview Bob Marley
(see Native In A Strange Land}-and I did so three times, each for

underground L.A. newspapers starting in 1973 when Marley and The
Wailers toured the U.S. to promote their Catch a Fire Ll~ [My after-
thoughts, comments and corrections are in brackets.] Below is the
transcript of my responses. Absent are the laughter and the silences. I
began by challenging the raison d' etre thusly:

"The Question proposed here is proposed within the context
in which the mundane content of Black Lives largely remains contro-
versialltaboo in American culture, particularly the mainstream cul-
ture, despite rhis all pervasiveness of so-called rap [hip-hop culture].
This is in all the media---einema, television, radio and in the English
and History departments. So this blatant censorship, which is sanc-
tioned by a tacit bigotry on the left and outright bigotry on the polit-
ical right, virtually renders the question mute as far as I'm concerned.

"However, to the extent that it is an issue to those of us cate-
gorized as such-us innovators-my participation in this indicates
that I feel that some renewed discussion might lead to the develop-
ment or the evolution of something that's truly new in American
Poetry in the (similar) sense that the repeated discussion of jazz, of
blues, and the eventuality of that discussion, furthered the evolution
of new music and [a corresponding] innovation in the arts in general.

"I don't know-I mean this is just to me-the whole discus-
sion is bizarre. Here I am in here in this mainstream publication, The
Journal of American of Poets-if any of you've seen it-as recipient of
the 1999 Lenore Marshall Prize for the best book of 1998, Bathwater
Wine, a book which I could not get reviewed [in literary forums such
as APR, The New YOrkReview of Books, or Los Angeles Times Book
Review] after thirty years of writing. So what does this mean? An1 I
really outside the literary mainstream technically as a writer? Or am I
part of the establishment? And here I am with Gwendolyn Brooks.
We're bookends for the person who won the Tanning Prize, the one
who got the real money, who got away with the real grand theft
dough, Jackson MacLow. [I'm holding up the issue and pointing to
MacLow's photograph.] You see. And it's very interesting, the psychol-
ogy at work here, in the way the poems-anthologists [and editors]
tend to editorialize at best through selection, on a subliminal level,
not necessarily at a conscious level so that their sensibility [is reduc-
tive]. I've noticed this in artists [across all disciplines but] especially
photographers. Photographers-who shoot male/girly photographs,
have a tendency to gravitate toward a certain body type or female; so
that, essentially, they're photographing one female, especially if the
man only reaches a certain intellectual level. He has to be an artist to
appreciate women across the spectrum even within a given race. That
process [observed while I was an editor of mens' magazines] used to



always fascinate me. Well literary anthologists are [not exempt from
this process].

"So there's this leveling process, almost, that takes place in a
very similar way architects or designers work. You'll walk down a cor-
ridor, and you'll see Seurat and Monet and you'll see Picasso, but
there's something that's the same in every painting, because it is
reflecting the eye of that particular beholder who is looking for cer-
tain characteristics. It might be color; it might be line (because line
transmits messages, as any good graphic artist will tell you). So any-
way, the eye of this particular [beholder, the editor]' [speaking] of my
own poetry here-we have Ms. Brooks smiling at the bottom here,
but there's a radical departure when we get to the Tanning Prize-
where Mr. MacLow [is sandwiched] between the two Black women
here. And they [the editorial staff] selected my poems to echo, answer
or respond [to], or indicate some sort of connection between myself
and Ms. Brooks, so that the poems that were selected to represent me,
as it were, represents me within a certain context. So I've been
narrow[ed down]-I've been sort of pared down to fit another's
idea/notion of [what] this 'new member of our literary establishment,'
here, is like.

"I've thought about this in terms of what makes one innova-
tive. Is it to the extent that one has been unheard or silenced? Is it to
the extent to which regionalism [my choice of words] is a factor [I'm
thinking of the argument put forth by Wallace Stegner--especially his
last letter-to-the-editor of the Los AngeLes Times Book Review just
before he died, advocating fairer editorial representation for writers in
the western United States] since that seems to be a common property
here two [poets participating in this conference are from New York.
The rest of us] largely from the west-west of that River that distin-
guishes us-The Hudson.

"Also, agenda filler.
"One of the things that amuses me is how each anthologist

or each school [of contemporary poetry] might redefine one depend-
ing on whose agenda has to be filled in what way, whether it's in the
pursuit of grantsmanship/foundation funding, whatever. That is a
third factor.

"And then the fourth factor: what is the author's intent here?
What is the author driven to do? Are we engaged in some sort of by-
product of the new bourgeois where we have time to play literary
games and to be fascinated with these and enjoy them? Is this innova-
tion taking place within an informed [appteciation of literary
history]---or is the author, simply reinventing a part of the literary
wheel that's been well done by someone else, maybe some Objectivist

somewhere [William Carlos Williams, Charles Reznikoff, Louis
Zukosfky, et al.], or some concrete poet. So what is authot intent? Is
it [the manner in which the poem is written] really new?

"Amiri Baraka was the poet I was fixing to allude to [above
as an example. The type of African American poet he is depends] on
whose anthology [one refers to]-he's a Reggae poet here, he's a lan-
guage poet there, he's a this poet here, he's a member of the establish-
ment there ...so it's the old Hollywood Thing-going for name value,
what's recognizable, who's going to buy the anthology, which audi-
ence is targeted. How much do these pragmatic things affect/deter-
mine what's innovative?"

I am speaking rapidly, using gestures and inflections tofiLLgaps,
hastily summarizing things I've begun to say quite frequently in the Last
four tofive years during such events. My thoughts are moving faster than
my mouth. I have so much to say and yet don't want to hog the forum.
I'm worried about time, but I am reLuctant to explain to the audience
that I no Longerhave a cLearsense of time or what it means, save its pass-
ing incredibly quickly, inspiring in me a LeveLof concern nearing panic ...
not to mention the hypertension.

"For myself, as a DuBoisian [WE.B.'s double consciousness],
I'm working with two muses-three would be more accurate. First,
I'm working with my visual arts muse, because I have training in
graphics. I'm a magazine production editor. I can do layouts and
flats-the whole nine yards-I can dummy newspapers. That [visual]
sense is wedded to my sense of dance [space] and [my experience in]
experimental theatre. [These muses or aspects of my psyche combine
to enhance] the extent to which I'm able to develop an extreme level
of intensity when I'm expressing my words. [The experience origi-
nates with] my association with the San Francisco Dancers'
Workshop, mentor Anna Halprin, which in the late 60s-early 70s was
located at 321 Divisadero. My experience with SFDW was critical in
my [writerly] development, not only as a poet in [oral] terms, because
I somehow wanted to get that intensity-not only in terms of perfor-
mance-but it had a direct impact on my writing on the page. So
that when I present the poem (and this is where my third or fourth
muse, music comes in-poems are not just poems for me, they're
notations) I'm notating an emotional terrain, So that what you're
experiencing when I put forth my performance is actually a writing.

"I know my work, but I never memorize it, so that in the
presentation-because memorization is fixation-and if you've heard
eno~g~ rap, as you know, that deadens the word. Most rappers are
Stult1fy1l1glyb . 'f " 'f ,. conng I you re lI1to content or even I you re Into perror-
mance, because they're going for what's superficial. They don't know



how to reach down and get into the underbelly and bring it up.
That's very dangerous to do, and not many artists, outside of the t~e-
atrical world, care to invest themselves/to make that kind of commIt-
ment. So, that is also at work [in my own presentations]."

I am seething. All the reasons that have brought me across
space and time to sit in that seat are awhir~ in my he~d. It i~ all I can
do to sit still. I am exploding with frustrations and disappOintments.
My other panel members, Nathaniel Mackey and Harryette Mullen
make their opening statements and responses, then Renee Gladman
fields a question. The floor is again opened to me:

"First thing that came to mind on the tail-end of what you
[as a key organizer, Mullen's statement is short] were saying, I had a
brief exchange with the gentleman-then chair at Tuscaloosa-Jerry
Ward, Jr.-who put together TroubLe The ~ter, an anthology of 250
black poets and I noticed thar he arranged poets not according to age,
as in the Norton AnthoLogy of African American Poets, but conceptually.
I'm saying, "Well why didn'r you include me in the 60s/70s section
[with peers Quincy Troupe and Kalamu ya Salaam] instead of rhe
80s/90s." And he said (well he was talking about the fact that I was
outside rhe Black Arts Movement, even though ... ). Well, yes, bur
rhe impetus for me writing was born during that period and I very
much affected by it. To the good and to the negative.

"Speaking of the cultural politics that began to dominate
(American lirerature), I rhink that what was probably innovative wasn't
how it was said (during the Black Arts Movement) as much as what
was said, since there was no [open] forwn [for militant Black rhought].
So content drove and dominated anything that could be vaguely con-
sidered innovative. [But ... ]

"Once that's been done, once you've had your Ellsworth
Kelly [The New York School], so-to-speak, how many times can we
have an Ellsworth Kelly again, regardless of wherher it's a Latino
Ellsworth or a Black Ellsworth Kelly. Once it's been done, that kind
of thing, it's been done. And to repeatedly put the label on it of
"new" doesn't necessarily make it so. From what I've seen in some
younger voices coming along, that's really problematic, because not
enough attention is given to the craft elements that go into making
something innovative.

"So [in relation to] my dialogue between page and perfor-
mance [and integral to it]-was rhe workshop I had with Clayton
Eshleman, the editor/publisher of SuLfUr. This was a very tender point
in our discourse because he was completely dismissive [of the poems I
wrote under rhe influence of the Black Arts Movement]; and he was
one of my few mentors who challenged me enough on this point to

make me back off and reconsider it. I'd come into class (having)
ripped off these wonderful performance pieces in the oral tradition
and he would immediately start to chomp on them ... constantly
forced me into this corner concerning tlle page. 'But does it work on
the page? Does it work as a poem?'

"Excuse me Harryette, I was just amazed, all I've ever been is
usually the dot on the field of white in my Southern California expe-
rience, born and raised there. So being the only Black face at a cultural
venue [isn't unusual when you've grown up in a White world]. I don't
even notice until somebody else makes me suddenly aware that I'm
Black. Oh-ah! Or that I'm OTHER is a more appropriate word.
Otherwise, I'm just another one of the folks there. That I have an
audience at all, regardless of color, is wondelfuL-given my approach
to the audience. But getting back to my main point-[the one] that
Clayton Eshleman continually challenged me on-was that [quaLity}
in the writing? [Or simply in the oral presentation?]

"If I was going to perform my work, I had to come to some
sort of decision as to whether I was going to be truly innovative in
this so-called dialogue. ~s the poem going to have a Lifein my absence?
That became the point on which I began to focus, [striving to]
answer that question. Is the poem going to have a life?"

I mention this-and I mention Nathaniel Mackey and
Ishmael Reed to illustrate the point. I'm comparing three stanzas
(quoting from my 1988 essay which appeared in CaLiban 4, at that
time out of Ann Arbor Michigan, edited by Larry Smith). It's called
On The%niousism. That's not my word. That belongs to another
Black innovator, a gentleman out of the late 60s but, for the life of
me, his name escapes me. [I read an excerpt from the essay which
coincidentally concerns Mackey and Reed, who I know only through
their wrirings. Here, I'm comparing Nathaniel Mackey's Ghede poem
(Ghede, Obeah's God of Death) with two comparable stanzas from
Ishmael Reed's [ am a Cowboy in the Boat of Ra. The total essay-a
jazz essay, musically structured--eoncerns itself with the concept of
jazz poetry, emerging from the core of my aesthetic posture as a post-
modern fusionist.]

"So that however you come at the poem-if there's several
levels of intelligence at work-some guy up here, some academic
ensconced in Stanford up here, did a supposedly break-through text
on the various levels of (human intelligence) ... this new intellectuali-
ty .he .was putting forth, (and I discovered he was simply recycling
pnnclples from yoga-putting a new spin on it. I got all excited and
~anted to buy the book, and then I said 'look at the game this clown
ISrunnin', and he could only run it on those who are ill-informed) ....



[it's okay]. And so the idea that everything has these very levels. ',' [of
reading] and so you can come at poem however [you come}-there s
no possibility of misreading in that context, but the deeper the read-
ing the more satisfying-[the comparison of Reed and Mackey exem-
plifies the fact that] if you have the ears and can he~r these other
things going on in the poem it's a wonder[ful exp~nence. ~thou~h]
sometimes, as with what the Japanese and the Chmese do [m their
poetic forms, Tanka, Haiku etc.], you [require] the education. You
have to know which poet the poet is giving the nod to, and no other
way. You have to know the work. If you ~on't, t~ere's an absenc~ and
you can't fill the [aesthetic] gap. But I thmk that s one of the thmgs
that I enjoy when I encounter this kind of dialogue [Reed/Mackey]
taking place--encoded in the writer's text [Mackey's]. Being able to
read on several levels simultaneously is what interests me; although, I
go on to say that Reed expresses his B,lackness represent~tionally, rely-
ing primarily on cultural reference pomts-many of which have
become passe-which is one of the dangers. These cultur~ reference
points ... lock your text. You want to lock y,our text, but ,[Ide~ly] you
want to use a different technique. You dont want to do It With cul-
tural reference points unless you feel that you have the power to
imbue them with longevity. [The significance of these is usually lost
to readers who don't grow up with them.] No one watches the Lone
Ranger anymore unless it's in reruns. Pretty soon Reed's poem is going
to have to be annotated ...okay, Shakespeare, I'm game.

"Um-there was something in terms of [Black] images, that
was important, and that is indicative of America's maturing process:
something those writers out of the Black Arts Movement document-
ed. There was a necessary tension that had to be expressed or let go or
put into the air, as it were. Once that was done, it left others of us to
begin a new level of dialogue-to begin spading the earth deeper, .so
to speak, to deepen the dialogue taking place on the cultu~al tertam.
And so, to that extent, I would identify that process as a kmd of
innovation in terms of [its impact on] the larger cultural dialogue
that's obviously going on."

A question is raised regarding my phrase 'cultural reference
points.'

"They trap you (the text) in time-or-they can be an
entrapment in terms of time. If you refer to pop culture, which evap-
orates more quickly [than either the high or low culture], (for exam-
ple) a particular brand of cigarettes [automobile, designer label].,
These [references] can be wonderful, because they can be evocative
[of the time in which they are popular]; but, then you must to ask
yourself if you're evoking a specific period ... [or if you wish to tran-

scend that period, or reach for a quality of timelessness].
"I was rereading a Sonia Sanchez poem about Malcolm X

recently, and that was one thing that struck me about the poem was
how it had ceased to become a poem and become an artifact. It
crossed the line from literature into anthropology. And its literary
value became questionable. It had ceased to have any literary value for
me. But if I had a character, a young Black female who was writing
during that period, then her work would have value for me because I
can go back and capture that rhetoric because there it is on the page.
So that the function of the poem had changed over time; it was
locked [in the 60s]. The poem lacked that illusive characteristic of
transcendence [which gives the poem longevity]. How do you get
that? It is a [significant] question that needs to be raised when dis-
cussing the Black writer.

"If there's a going rhetoric-agitprop-when you are part of
an oppressed an minority group then the problem is in escaping that
limitation or confinement. How does one do that yet maintain one's
artistic integrity at the same moment? Grappling with that, and
answering that question for myself within the text has, I think, given
me an artistic advantage. I've said it in a cavalier fashion, but I want
to go out of date. There are some things that I want to be passe. I ask
that question: When will race be a dead issue? I'm looking forward to
certain things going out of style."

"I would say [further]-on the particular point [raised earlier
when discussing the Black Arts Movement] I'm thinking-there's a
collection [I've been reading and rereading several collections of poet-
ry and journals, including the Selected Poems of Nikki Giovanni and
Black feeling Black talk Black judgement [sic} by Sonia Sanchez. I pro-
ceed to confuse them, largely for reasons of personal distaste-
uncomfortably finding Giovanni's language flat and fatally cliched,
Sanchez's imitative and bigoted-flaws I too once shared in the name
of Black rhetoric, particularly between 1964 and 1970]. When I look
at them, I'm saying, we'll here's two individuals who have put a lot of
Work into their books. But where is the poetry?

"If you actually sit down with the work and look at it, is it
really that well crafted? Are we regurgitating bromides, platitudes and
cliches that any dominant culture writer would be immediately dis-
missed (for writing)? [Giovanni touts thirteen honorary degrees for a
body of work that wouldn't net a White writer a dime to cross the
street.] Was [Giovanni's enormous reputation, largely for having writ-
te~ one much anthologized poem, Nikki Rosa] this simply because
th,ls.[the Black Arts Movement was] a new energy coming about at a
Cfltlcal mon 'An' h' I' [. / klent 111 lencan Istory, catapu tlng ItS poets spo es-



men] onto the national stage? As with the so-called dialogue in .which
she tore a new hole into James Baldwin's literary behind on national
television. I don't know how many of you saw it. It was on one of the
earlier talk shows. I can't even remember what kind of omnibus it
was, but it was quite an electrifying moment. And being on the
younger side of the line, I loved what Ms. Sanchez (Giovanni) di.d.
But as time has moved on, the person who holds up and stays with
me [as a writer] is James Baldwin and not Nikki G. I'm sorry, it was
not Sanchez-it was Nikki Giovanni. Excuse me, but I had to twO
ladies mixed up. Excuse me.

"We grew up with the same handful of writers: Richard
Wright (the handful who were prominent) with Ms. Petry-Ann
Petry was a big influence on me-[paul Dunbar, Langston Hughes,
Ralph Ellison] These were the voices I was exposed to as a preteener
in Southern California. So I knew about James Weldon Johnson, et
al. I could count them on one hand. The Black voice [was muted]-
for those of us who can remember-that it was a period of intense
suppression of any kind of bodaciousness. So when Malcolm X
cracked that open-and Malcolm X was the first-when Malcolm X
cracked that silence, there were a lot of people behind that facade
who were able to come out into the open. And Nikki Giovanni was
not that reasonable-we'll be Black-[and to hell with] this modera-
tion, this constraint, even though Baldwin had said the exact same
things many times, before and since-it was the mannered manner
which he said it-from an elitist posture. And so when Nikki
Giovanni broke that shell, visibly and linguistically on television, it
was absolutely electrifying. So she earned whatever followed. But
what happens when I have to go into a classroom and present this
(Giovanni's poetry) to my Black students and say we're going to dis-
cuss Black poetry now, and what kind of example as a writer am I
going to put fOlward? Then I have a serious problem. If I were pre-
senting this work by a dominant culture (writer) I would rip it to
shreds. I would say 'you can't do this, you can't do that structurally.
This is wrong here.' I would take a red pencil and I would-whoosh
whoosh whoosh-just like that.

"It is insidious--once you get into a classroom situation
[meaning the academic cowardice that refuses to critique Black
authors whether out of indifference or fear of the critic being called
racist. I'm inclined to believe it is largely the former.]. So, if I'm going
to teach [with any amount of aesthetic integrity]' I ain't going to use
Ms. Nikki Giovanni. I'm going to be polite. If somebody brings her
up, I'm going to pretend like I didn't hear the name and go on to
someone else. I'm going to sidestep it unless you really want the

truth; I have to hurt somebody's feelings or I have to show you that
your literary idol here has feet of clay [to use the type of cliched
image that typifies her poems].

"It's a very sticky and very awful place to be when discussing
Black intellectuals. One of the major mainstream magazines recently
laid out our Black intelligentsia for us-the new crop of head niggahs
on the other side of the Hudson River mentioned earlier. I looked at
these people and thought none of them could hold a candle to the
Jewish intellectuals of the 50s [Hanna Arendt, Alfred Kazin, Diana
and Lionel Trilling, Isaac Bashevis Singer, Delmore Schwartz, et al.].
What are THEY talking about here? Do I dare say that? Somebody's
going to drag out the rope and find a good strong branch of the tree
and string me up if I dare say this.

"Or I have to go into the class where the nice White
teachers-and these are people with PhDs I'm talking about-I have
to go into a PhD department where all these well-read people are
talking about Oprah. And I have to say what? Oprah's Book Club.
And I have to go, 'Are you serious?' I have-shame on him-I had to
have the same discussion with my own publisher. So it gets to be a
strain, because what's considered intellectual is what is being served
on a certain agenda. To the extent that it's digestible is to the extent-
to belabor that word-is to the extent that it serves the going agenda.

[Too often, the true Black intellectual is tragically crippled
by the demands of economic survival. If American anti-intellectual-
ism discourages its White artists and thinkers, it is doubly the bane of
the African-American artist or thinker who strives to attain recogni-
tion for excellence. He or she is often overlooked or ignored by domi-
nant culture arbiters of taste as they pursue and extol the virtues of
so-called primitives-more often, mediocrities assigned the role of the
primitive. The love affair a myopically racist White America has for
"the authentic" often results in a skewed romance of the inarticulate,
leading to the displacement of the true Black intellectual whose
Sisyphean efforts may thereby go unrewardcd.]

"Okay, we've got work--oh God-those horrible six weeks
between Martin Luther King's birthday and the first of March. And
when you only have six (Black) writers in the state of California, we're
all overworked during that period. I mean this is serious. I mean to
me this is horrible. I'm trying to wake up from this nightmare. A part
of my coming here is the waking process. I'm trying-I'm pinching.
Because I would like to wake up from this bloody nightmare. And to
have to go into a class [where the instructor] has prepped all of the
~~dents, and told them that here we have Maya Angelou and Nikki

lovanni and so-and-so and bluh-bluh over there?



"I had to look at a young Black lady and tell her 'You've
been reading toO much Toni Morrison.' I go in as a surgeon ... Well,
if you're interested in being innovative ... it's not even a matter of
innovation ... but if a young student who is growing wants to find
their own voice, they have to be directed in such a way that they're
going to break through. So that they can, once the break occurs, they
can begin to fill the gap with their own identity. So this young lady
had read so much Tony Morrison she was just oozing it. And so I
looked at her and I said, I've got a writer for you! There are twO writ-
ers that I will recommend-White male writers-to break this. The
first one is usually Charles Bukowski's novel Post Office and maybe his
collection of short stories South by No North. And then I'll recom-
mend the French actor Antonin Anaud. That'll mess your head up
for awhile. That'll break Toni Morrison. For rappers-rappers who
become addicted to iambic pentameter. Because rhythms lock you.
When I say lock, they lock your mind into certain patterns and you
will go back there. That's all rhythm is-it's a device-if you're the
griot, the term has become popular-and you're carrying the text of
the tribe, the history, what rhythm does is-music is memory. That's
all music is. Music is encapsulated memory. It gives you back your-
self. So for rappers who are serious about poetry, I'll point them in
another direction and I'll tell them, well there's this anthology that
this guy put out from Sun and Moon Press-an anthology about the
rest of the century. Boom. Nine-hundred-odd pages or whatever it is.
Read this. Read through this. There shouldn't be anything here that
you can't decipher. And if there is, come to me and tell me. Find
those points you can't get past and let's discuss that.

"So there are ways to break this (rhythm/influence of
rhythm) so that you allow the fledgling voice/the new voice to
emerge. But you have to crack this other thing (influence) that has
overlaid itself either through toO much exposure/too much pressure
from the outside, from the mainstream culture. You have to find
someone else who will act as a counterpoint and who will crack it.

"Does that answer your question?"

The second night, I pay Kush Cloudhouse a visit. I had
neglected to take his address with me. He repeated the cross streets a
couple of times. I found my way via bus, but when I got there, I
couldn't remember the numbers. After walking up and down the
blocks, I stopped in the middle of the street and vibed on the build-
ings, asking myself where would a poetry fanatic like Kush possibly
live. A stairway leading to a walkway and porch high off the pave-
ment caught my eye. Gravitating to the door on the far right, I

reached for the buzzer, my eye catching the name Cloudhouse.
Foremost .in my mind are my colleagues from the confer-

ence: lanceman Will Alexander' wanderer C S G' b I, ' ' .. Iscom e w 10 aston-
Ished me by q~Ot111ga line he r~membered from my poem Growin~
Up Black, shanng cool observations over drinks with Erica Hh' b . ' unt,
c att111ga out pique and consternation with Lorenzo Thomas on an
after-lunch stroll, stumbling over the amazingly J'az fJ I'zy presence 0 u Ie
Pa~ton, swapping stories with Harryette Mullen one morning as we
waIted for the conference to get under way....

, Kush came to the door, surprised that I had kept my word.
He gUIded me past a series of cluttered rooms, on a quick tour, and
then, to the kitchen where we talked over tea. He played a tape of
read111gsby Lenore (The Love Book) Kendall and Bob Kaufman. He
showed me his altar of ashes, beads, posters, urns and countless poet-
ry mementos-Jack Micheline's ashes.

Almost religiously, we bemoan the present. All the book-
st~res and culturally nourishing hangs we love have been and are
be111gforced ,out of business by the voracious chains. Art has become
substandard 111the ~ame of re~entless profit and the new wealth gen-
erat~d by technologICal ascensIOn. We are in the midst of the infor-
mation holocaust. ...

At, the core. of our talk was his project to secure a permanent
home f~r l11scollection. The San Francisco Museum of Poetry. The
generation of poets he adored, largely The Beats, is passing, They had
been wonderfully generous, great, gone risk-takers-those beatific
word warriors. TI:is self-appointed keeper of the Holy Profane had
developed a webSite and has a foundation in the works. His dream is
of a ~ome for his collection of audio and videotapes of countless
read111gs.Who would treasure them, he asked?

The question haunted us as we walked the avenues down
Van Ness ,toward an all-night eatery. I was acutely aware of ~1Ydisap-
~earance 111progress. Over sandwiches and red wine, we toasted those
~mmortal poets. The San Francisco they had loved was disappearing
orever. We were at the end of an era. We were, truly, the last. ...

On thatfin I . J hf a mornmg, went to t e conference site, having checked out
o my hotel. As J waited on the airport van, J was approached by a young

fi
wombannamed Tisa. She caLLedout. She had a fi'esh-Iookinu conv 01' mv
rst ook, Mad D BI k L d . 0 0 'J "/h db k og ac a y. Remarkab6" zt was a rarefirst edition

uar: a~ fi:om 1919, purchased fi'om a prestigious Southern Calzifiornia
nzversztyIzbra th I fi dth ry at no tOnger oun my work of value. When J jlin'Ped
e COverto auto<Tranh' J d' d . h d T.ent'. o' T It, zscovere zt a gone uncircuLatedfor the
ne twenty !VI Jcover... , years. ot one stuaent or instmctor !Jad ever cracked its



Renee Gladman: I think that Harryette's talk is a departure for this
question of how do we talk about innovative writing by Afri~an~
Americans. And I don't really think that it's just a problem wlth111the
African-American context, as if there was the avant-garde context and
then there was the African-American context. There seems to be a
problem within both groups being able to contai.n the multiplicity.
And so I'm interested in the resistance on both SIdes and I hope that
we can touch on that. [Harryette], you mentioned your west Coast
Line article in '% where you asked the question, "Am I digestible as a
black poet?" and I'm wondering how you think about that four years
later and how you think of it in context of both the avant garde con-
text as well as within the African-American context.

Harryette Mullen: I do feel that some things have changed. One of
the things I feel is that people are interested in this issue and have
been having the conversation. I think that that became a.part of a
larger conversation and the things that Nate has been dOll1gand ot~1er
people in this room have been doing have actually created the POSSI-
bility for us to ask these questions and to pursue what have been
those difficulties and those resistances. And I think that also there's
more interest I think within communities of African-American writers
that I'm acquainted with. Just last summer I participated as a faculty
member at a workshop retreat that was created for African-American
writers, so there were sixty black writers at this place. And among the
things that were discussed was the possibility of an anthology that
would include some notion of innovative writing and people were
very interested in this idea-what does it mean to be innovative. We
also talked about what it means to be traditional within a canon or a
tradition of African-American writing, and how our sense of what
that tradition is often has to do with the education that we receive,
the anthologies that we read, and also this idea that I think Wanda
Coleman was talking about, of how anthologies are somehow created
to reinforce common understandings of what it means to be African-
American or what it means to be American, for that matter. I mean,
who is American, what is American, what is African-American, how is
that distinct from being simply An1erican? And, you know, "American"
is an identity, a label, a culture, just as much as African-American.
However, people continually have been describing things as not black
but human or this poet refused to be limited to black American iden-
tity and is just American, as if dut's not some also particular identity.
So these will be some of the issues that I think have become a part of

a common conversation where they weren't, say, fifteen, twenty years
ago.

Nathaniel Mackey: Well, one of the things that resonates for me in
tha~ question .is the q.uestion of consumption-am I digestible as an
Afncan-~er~can wrIter-and the fact that we are dealing with the
commodIfIcatIon of what we do, and the commodification of what
we do is what creates these restrictive Contexts in which our work has
a certain commercial, though not very commercial, circulation. It
reminds me of Steven Henderson's book from the early seventies,
Understanding the New Black Poetry, and there's an interesting choice
of words that happens in his introduction to that book, where he's
delineating these various features of an African-American aesthetic, an
African-American poetic. And he comes back to it a number of times.
He talks about the commodity of blackness and there's a funny way
in which the words "identity" and "commodity" become elided there.
The black identity is the commodity of blackness and he is marking
for trade purposes these features that define that entity. Henry Louis
Gates comes along later and seizes upon that in one of his early
essays, and talks about Henderson's use of that word "commodity,"
and then he goes on because he wants to do some other things with
blackness and he wants to get it circulating in some other ways. And
he comes up with marks that further the trade in ways that we all
know about now. So Harryette comes along and she has to take issue
with that speakerly mark that he puts on black text. So one of the
~hings that calls forth the need for innovation, if not innovation
Itself-I would hope innovation too-is the fact that these labels
keep getting put on and they outlive their usefulness and the half-life
of them is not all that long and we end up finding them restrictive.
Those terms which apply to and open up perspectives on practices
hav~ to be kept from becoming prohibitive and proscriptive, and
~hats ,been a great struggle, which is to keep the discourse of identity
/om I~hibiting the kinds of mobility that we need to maintain just as
IV~bemgs on the planet. And I think that's one of the things that

Were deal' 'I . h h .
mg WIt1-just ow w at we do ISframed, what frames it's

seen through d . d I fi 'h an seen 111,an 10Wmany rames we re allowed to
ave to give .' h d '

h a pelSpeCtIve on w at we o. Expandmg the repertoireas to als ' I d '
o Inc u e expandl11g the frames through which we're lookedat and I think hi, .

. t at t lere are ways 111whIch we can see certain short-ComIngs whe . "
W . , n It comes to making expenmental or more innovativetItlng b Af'

y ncan-Americans visible, we can see certain shortcomings



in the discourse that's grown up around African-American literature
in the last twenty, thirty years, which has been very busy with creat-
ing a tradition and a canon and giving it the traditional features that
canons have to have in order to do that work that they do and to
have the benefits that accrue to having such a thing as a canon and a
tradition. Of course, like other canons, other traditions, the construc-
tion of this one has its blind spots and certain kinds of practices don't
get featured in that construction. I think now is a good time to be
reminded of that because the initial flush of enthusiasm over the fact
that this was being done at all has maybe, I hope, subsided and
maybe we can start asking some deeper questions and looking for
what that construction excludes. It's a commonplace of contemporary
discourse, that every construction is built on certain exclusions. And
it's not that we could ever get to where we included everything but
we can at least include some of the things that have been excluded
and be aware of the fact that even as we construct a more inclusive
context or canon, there are things that we are no doubt excluding at
that very moment. So there's a certain kind of vigilance. I think it
goes back to what Harryette was saying about innovative writing
being questioning, questing, inhabiting a liminal space, an in-between
space that's in transition, on its way to something, on its way away
from something, but not always sure where it's going. And I just feel
that we end up talking as much about the discourse that attends what
we do as we do about what we do because that's the way we get it.
We don't live in an unmediated world, so we have to keep raising
these questions of how African-American literature is being talked
about and what does it include, what does it exclude, what does it
accent, what does it de-emphasize, how does experimental writing get
talked about and innovative writing get talked about, and what are its
exclusions. And again, the context in which innovation takes place.

re:) SourcesBlack of the
Avant-Garde

(or: Maps in Sand)

At ~rst when I was given this assignment I was a little taken aback
unnl,I remembered that there are many excellent scholars working' on
the hIstory of Black modernism and the Black dh 1 avant-gar e, present
ere, SUC,las Lorenzo Thomas, Nathaniel Mackey, and Mark

McMorns, as well as the work of Aldon N' 1 d 1 .b " Ie son, an t lat my con tn-
uno~ here IS t~ ~ropose the maps I used in finding my way to Black

expenmental wntmg.

So my talk, which is essentially an outline wI'11b d"h ' e a me ItatlOn on
t ,e.Blac~ sOUl:ces,of a ~adical aesthetic-an aesthetics whose goals are
cntlcal, mv:stlgatlve, dIsruptive; which aims to wear its thinkin
process on ItS sleeve, where method is performative and materiJ I
also thought what I could do is talk about 1 I d 'h w lere enve my sense of
t e a~ant-garde and how I situate myself in an avant-garde or an
expenmental writing practice and where I cOlllld th . 1 hk 'TO e matena Stat
s~~ ~ mlost to me, which to the pleasures of innovation I found the
a e p easure of cultural resonance.

~ wa~t ~o talk about some things that were very important to me as a
eve opmg poet: First, it wasn't poetty that gave me a sense of avant-

g~r~ and expenmental possibilities. As was discussed earlier today in
t e ~rst panel, music, particularly African-Anlerican music played a~:JImportant, ~eminal role in defining Anlerican music, ~nd also

A£ ' a profound mfluence on other art forms. The development of
ncan-Amer' 'C C lk ', Ican mUSIC,rrom TO musIC to popular and commercial

mUSICto art m . 1
Am . ,USIC,at every stage lad a formative impact not only on

encan mUSICbut h A.' •
Th I' on t e way nmencans VIewed their own culture

e evo Utlon of Bl k Am '. .
artists I k d ~c encan musIC changed even how fullerican

00 e at theIr . d 'durin B b' own practices an creations, with greatest force
tinuin

g
a~doPs em,ergence after the Second World War, but with con-

g mutating consequences into the present era.

I choose th . d
Black GI e peno ,which concluded World War II and the return of

s as a cru al I ' . al
in this p . d CI llstonc moment or shift. I am very interested
tealignmeno ;ecause the conclusion of the war resulted in the

ent 0 the world-from the collapse of Europe (and its


